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Abstract—Non-binary low-density parity-check (NB-LDPC)
codes show higher error-correcting performance than binary
low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes when the codeword
length is moderate and/or the channel has bursts of errors. The
need for high-speed decoders for future digital communications
led to the investigation of optimized NB-LDPC decoding algo-
rithms and efficient implementations that target high throughput
and low energy consumption levels. We carried out a comprehen-
sive survey of existing NB-LDPC decoding hardware that targets
the optimization of these parameters. Even though existing
NB-LDPC decoders are optimized with respect to computational
complexity and memory requirements, they still lag behind their
binary counterparts in terms of throughput, power and area
optimization. This study contributes to an overall understanding
of the state-of-the-art on application-specific integrated-circuit
(ASIC), field-programmable gate array (FPGA) and
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graphics processing units (GPU) based systems, and high-
lights the current challenges that still have to be overcome on
the path to more efficient NB-LDPC decoder architectures.

Index Terms—Non-binary low-density parity-check codes,
error-correcting codes, resilient communications, non-binary
LDPC decoders, ASIC, FPGA, GPU.

I. INTRODUCTION

ERROR correcting codes (ECCs) are an important compo-
nent employed in modern communication systems. They

minimize the impact of errors in data over a transmission
channel. Error correcting codes (ECCs) can be classified into
two main branches, algebraic and probabilistic. The alge-
braic branch focuses on exploiting finite-field arithmetic to
maximize the minimum hamming distance between code-
words. However, the designs from this branch are not suitable
for achieving high error-correcting capability [1]. The prob-
abilistic branch is capable of relatively good throughput
performance while keeping a moderate design complexity. The
main advantage of the latter is the strong error-correcting
capability, which allows a lower bit error rate (BER) to be
achieved [1]. One class of ECCs from this branch is the
low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes. First proposed by
R. Gallager in the 1960s [2], LDPC codes have been shown
to approach the Shannon limit [3]. These were considered
impractical for many decades, in real-time communication
systems, due to the computational complexity involved.

Fig. 1 represents a structure of an ECC system. Data trans-
mitted through a channel is prone to noise that causes errors in
the received data. Several ECC algorithms can be employed to
correct those errors. The channel encoder transmits data with
N bits. In order to achieve resilience to noise, N − K redun-
dant bits are added to the payload or information bits (K). The
ratio between N and K or code rate (R = K

N ), with N > K,
can be controlled to add resilience to noise, where a low code
rate is used in high noise channels.

Several ECCs have been proposed along with the design and
development of the successive generations of mobile telecom-
munications. At present, the most relevant are Turbo code [4],
binary LDPC codes and Polar codes [5]. However, the litera-
ture lacks an organized structure of reported works regarding
Non-binary low-density parity-check (NB-LDPC) codes and
their implementations, which are capable of achieving better
BER performance for moderate code lengths [6].
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Fig. 1. Representation of an ECC system. N − K redundant bits are added
to the payload or information bits (K) and the codeword of length N is
sent through a channel. The transmitted information is prone to noise which
causes errors in the received data. ECC systems repair those errors and are
the backbone of reliable data transmission systems.

On the one hand, the code characteristics can be altered
since the code length and the number of iterations can be
increased, putting pressure on the hardware. On the other hand,
the hardware has limited resources and the decoder imple-
mentation can only perform to a limited degree in terms of
throughput, latency, flexibility and memory. The three main
performance goals consist of achieving (1) high through-
put and (2) low energy consumption, while guaranteeing
(3) performance scalability to higher Galois fields for reaching
even lower BER, and keeping the computational complexity
manageable for supporting real-time processing, all limited by
realistic latency, area and power constraints.

A. Motivation

The formulation of NB-LDPC decoding algorithms has
been reported in the literature for twenty years. In the
past decade, more algorithms that take architecture con-
straints into consideration have been proposed, while
very large scale integration (VLSI) architectures have reached
maturity for processing such complex codes. The literature
reports dozens of decoders but lacks comprehensive studies
about the relationship between NB-LDPC coding theory and
the computer architectures to process them efficiently.

This paper focuses on algorithms and NB-LDPC decoder
designs that target the graphics processing units (GPU),
field-programmable gate array (FPGA) and application-
specific integrated-circuit (ASIC)-based architectures. While
the former provides high energy efficiency due to the
high number of cores (i.e., data-parallelism) and memory
bandwidth available, they also require power two orders of
magnitude above the ones provided by the latter. FPGAs
demand low-power (ASICs even lower) and provide high-
throughput (ASICs even higher) performance, as demonstrated
in the last sections of the article. They provide a high degree
of customization and can lead to superior energy efficiency.
However, both present constraints in the form of coding
and development effort, parallelization complexity and cost,
compared with GPUs.

TABLE I
LIST OF ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS USED IN THIS PAPER

B. Contributions

This survey gives a comprehensive description of popular
NB-LDPC decoding algorithms and provides a study compar-
ing advantages and disadvantages between GPUs, FPGAs and
ASICs for various NB-LDPC decoder implementations. Quite
a few surveys have been conducted on several ECCs schemes
and/or their implementation architectures, as shown in Table II.
However, those surveys only briefly describe a few NB-LDPC
decoding algorithms without covering their implementations
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Fig. 2. Structure of the survey.

or only report a small fraction of NB-LDPC decoder imple-
mentations available in the literature. Our survey is the only
one that (1) describes NB-LDPC decoding algorithms found in
the literature, (2) compares more than 200 NB-LDPC decoders
in three different architectures (GPUs, FPGAs and ASICs)
and (3) provides a good basis for new researchers to under-
stand, choose the algorithm and the architecture for developing
NB-LDPC decoders for various applications.

Furthermore, this work seeks to achieve the following
contributions:

• explain the differences between binary LDPC and
NB-LDPC codes, discussing the qualities and disadvan-
tages of each;

• provide examples of applications that require NB-LDPC
codes;

• analyze the most relevant NB-LDPC decoding algo-
rithms;

• compare implementations on GPUs, FPGAs and ASICs
for the presented algorithms;

• discuss the trade-offs between the algorithmic character-
istics and the chosen architecture;

• recommend the best design guidelines for implementing
highly efficient NB-LDPC decoders;

• evaluate future trends of NB-LDPC decoders.

C. Organization of the Survey

Fig. 2 shows the structure of this survey. Section I pro-
vides a brief introduction to ECC and describes the motivation
and contributions of this survey. Section II reports cases of
NB-LDPC applications. Section III reports surveys on ECCs,

in particular, Polar codes, Turbo codes, binary and non-binary
LDPC codes. Section IV gives the background on LDPC
codes, discussing the details of binary (Section IV-A) and non-
binary LDPC codes (Section IV-B) and discusses their relative
advantages and disadvantages (Section IV-C). Section V pro-
vides a formal description of NB-LDPC decoding algorithms:
Section V-A provides a numerical example of an NB-LDPC
decoder, serving as a tutorial, while the following subsections
describe various NB-LDPC decoding algorithms. Section VI
presents the decoder implementations found in the litera-
ture. Section VII provides a standardized comparison between
decoders implemented in the same platform and discusses the
constraints and advantages when choosing a device or devel-
oping an architecture to implement an NB-LDPC decoder.
Section VIII presents the main conclusions of this survey by
comparing and discussing the relationship between decoding
algorithms, architectures and applications. Section IX pro-
vides a uniform analysis by comparing the number of used
transistors for every implementation (Section IX-A) and ana-
lyzes future research challenges (Section IX-B), and finally,
Section X offers our conclusions from this survey. Table I is
provided to improve the readability of this paper.

II. APPLICATIONS OF NB-LDPC CODES

This section presents examples of NB-LDPC applications
and discusses the requirements for each one. NB-LDPC
codes offer better error-correcting performance than their
binary counterparts, particularly for short to moderate lengths,
at the cost of increased decoder complexity [7], [8].
However, high order modulations do not require binary-to-NB
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mapping/demapping operations, thus proposing a good solu-
tion for high spectral efficiency [9].

A. Space Communications

NB-LDPC codes are particularly useful for reduc-
ing BER in deep space downlink communications
and interactive uplink satellite communications, which
use moderate data rates and short to moderate
packet lengths [10]. In [11], the authors simulated an
Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) satellite communi-
cation channel to transmit information using an NB-LDPC
code encapsulated in a Fountain encoder/encoder scheme,
achieving a BER of 10−6 at a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
of 1.85 dB. Furthermore, the use of NB-LDPC codes has
been proposed by the German Aerospace Center [12] and
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) [13].

Satellites communicate through free space channels which
cause signal attenuation. Atmospheric absorption, weather
conditions, pollution, electromagnetic and other interference
contribute to increase BER and thus decrease throughput
performance on free-space communications systems [14].

B. Optical Communications

Another class of applications suitable for massive adoption
of NB-LDPC codes is optical transport networks, particu-
larly those used over long transmission distances [35]–[39].
Unlike satellite communications, terrestrial optical networks
can provide less noisy channels, allowing for higher trans-
mission rates (Tbps) at lower BERs (< 10−15). Currently,
100Gb/s terrestrial optical transmission schemes are based on
concatenated codes, Turbo and LDPC codes [40]. However,
for the next generation of terrestrial optical communications,
BER in the order of 10−15 are required, a performance that
NB-LDPC decoders can deliver [40]. For example, in [37],
a simulation for 100Gb/s optical transport systems achieved
a BER of 10−15 at an SNR of 10.8 dB. Furthermore,
by exploring all available electrical and optical degrees of
freedom and applying NB-LDPC codes in a spectral-spatial-
multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) scheme, it is possible
to achieve a 100 Tb/s serial optical transport network with a
BER of 10−15 at an SNR of 12.3 dB [41].

C. Data Storage

NB-LDPC codes can also be employed in data storage.
Unlike wireless or wired communications, data storage appli-
cations require an extremely low Frame Error Rate (FER)
since a single fault results in irreversible data loss [8].

D. Power-Line Communication

Also, in highly noisy Power-Line Communication (PLC)
channels, NB-LDPC codes can be employed to overcome
attenuation, impulsive noise and multipath frequency selectiv-
ity and can be used to reliably transmit voice data and media
signals, thereby removing pressure from communication-only
infrastructure [42], [43].

E. New Developments

These are the most recent themes of research in NB-LDPC
codes. However, new applications have been emerging such as
the Internet-of-Things, autonomous vehicles [44], that require
vehicle-to-vehicle communications, and even wearable com-
puting devices, where NB-LDPC codes can be exploited. The
evolution of communication systems will increasingly incor-
porate more elements of optical communications, providing
higher transmission rates at lower BER and reduced latency
while maintaining low energy consumption levels [27], [40].

The range of applications that can employ ECC techniques,
such as NB-LDPC codes, poses additional challenges on top
of the already hard problem of developing efficient hardware
designs [7]. A number of system parameters that have an
impact on the operating frequency, latency, area, power and
throughput of the decoder can be controlled and manipu-
lated. There are several that can improve the error correction
capability of the decoder.

III. OVERVIEW OF SURVEYS ON ECCS

A review of ECC surveys found in the literature is
presented in this section. Surveys found in the literature
provide works in several ECCs. Table II summarizes the sur-
veys related to Turbo, polar and LDPC codes. Turbo codes
are surveyed in [15], [20], [26] with Brejza et al. [25]
analyzing implementations in ASICs. Polar codes are sur-
veyed in [1], [31], [32], [34] but none of these papers provide
decoder implementations.

Some surveys report binary LDPC decoders
in ASICs [17], [18] and FPGAs [24]. Moreover,
Andrade et al. [23] report decoder implementations in
both GPUs and FPGAs, while Guilloud et al. [16] and
Thameur et al. [28] report implementations in both FPGAs
and ASICs. Only the binary LDPC decoding are reported
in [19], [21], without implementations.

From the surveyed literature, only three works provide sur-
veys across different ECCs. Polar and LDPC codes are studied
in [22] but do not present decoder implementations. In [27],
the author presents a tutorial using LDPC and Turbo codes
applied in optical networks. Finally, [7] provides a compre-
hensive survey on ASIC implementations of binary LDPC,
Turbo and polar codes.

Arikan et al. [22] compare Polar codes, binary and
non-binary LDPC codes. However, the authors only dedi-
cate one section to discuss advantages and disadvantages
between binary and non-binary LDPC codes, briefly describ-
ing four NB-LDPC decoding algorithms and focuses on the
analog digital belief propagation (ADBP) algorithm. This sur-
vey does not provide a detailed description of the algorithms
and only mentions a small fraction of the implementations
found in the literature. Djordjevic proposes a tutorial in [27]
on forward error correction and coded modulation for opti-
cal communications. For NB-LDPC decoders, the author
presents one subsection describing decoding algorithms and
cites one paper containing a dozen FPGA implementations.
In [29], the authors focus on the construction and tech-
niques of binary and non-binary LDPC codes applied to
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TABLE II
COMPARISON OF THE SURVEYS FOUND IN THE LITERATURE ON TURBO, POLAR AND LDPC CODES

magnetic record systems without describing algorithms and
implementations. The work from [30] is the most recent
survey NB-LDPC codes. The author surveys methods and
decoding algorithms for both binary and non-binary LDPC
codes. For NB-LDPC codes, they describe four decoding algo-
rithms. However, the survey only mentions 11 decoder imple-
mentations and does not provide a qualitative comparative
analysis.

The current paper surveys a variety of implementations of
NB-LDPC decoding algorithms and decoder implementations
on GPUs, FPGAs and ASICs, being the only work to sur-
vey implementations on three distinct systems. This work also
discusses the best approaches for different algorithms and
provides insightful information regarding NB-LDPC decoding
and architectural design.

In the literature, numerous implementations of Turbo, polar
and LDPC decoders have been proposed. From the sur-
veyed literature, Turbo codes achieve the lowest through-
put performance of 15.8 Gbps [45]. Data dependencies
prevent parallel implementations from improving through-
put performance [7], even with a higher degree of paral-
lelization than polar decoders, which also experience data
dependencies. However, polar decoders can achieve a peak
throughput performance of 25.6 Gbps by unrolling and
pipelining large amounts of data blocks [46]. The par-
allelization degree is higher for LDPC decoders, which
allows throughput performance to increase up to 172.4 Gbps
for binary decoders [47] and 21.6 Gbps for non-binary
decoders [48].

IV. BACKGROUND ON LDPC CODES

This section provides a background on LDPC codes.
Section IV-A introduces the historical context and a small
example is given of a binary LDPC code. Section IV-B details
the evolution from binary to NB-LDPC codes and the anal-
ogous example from the previous section is given in the
non-binary form. Section IV-C compares the advantages and
disadvantages between binary and non-binary LDPC codes.

A. LDPC Codes

LDPC codes were invented by Gallager in 1962 [2] and
allow transmission rates close to the Shannon limit [49]. Due
to the computational complexity, these codes were deemed
impractical and were forgotten by the scientific commu-
nity. Fueled by the invention of turbo codes in 1993 [4],
MacKay and Neal rediscovered the LDPC codes after 34 years,
when processing systems could process such computational
complexity.

An LDPC code is a linear block code defined by a
sparse parity-check matrix (PCM) H or the equivalent Tanner
graph representation [50]. These types of codes contain K
information bits on an N-bit codeword. The redundant bits
(M = N − K, with K < N) can be added to provide
immunity against noise, thus increasing the robustness of the
codeword [51], as depicted in Fig. 1. check nodes (CNs) and
variable nodes (VNs) are some of the main components of
LDPC codes, where some data processing occurs (detailed in
Section V-A). The number of CNs and VNs is defined by the
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Fig. 3. LDPC Tanner graph representation for the matrix presented in (1)
(right side) and (2) (left side). The number of VNs (N) is equal to the number
of columns of the H matrix, while the number of CNs (M) equals the number
of rows. The permutation network is defined by the non-zero entries of the H
matrix and occurs on both binary and non-binary cases. Data is sent through
connected nodes and processed by VNs and CNs. For NB-LDPC codes, the
data from VNs is multiplied by the corresponding symbol when transmitted
to the CN and divided by the symbol when transmitted from the CN to the
VN. The permutation/depermutation operations on the upper left part of the
figure are not required in the binary case.

number of rows and columns of the PCM. A binary example
of a PCM H with M = 3 rows, corresponding to the number
of CNs and N = 6 columns, corresponding to the number of
VNs is illustrated in (1), below. The code rate is the number
of information bits per transmitted bits [52]. In this example,
the code rate is equal to K

N = 0.5.

H =

⎡
⎣
1 0 1 1 0 1
1 1 0 1 1 0
0 1 1 0 1 1

⎤
⎦ (1)

The PCM in (1) indicates the connections between CNs and
VNs, which can be illustrated by the Tanner graph in Fig. 3.
The LDPC code is considered regular if the number of non-
zero elements is equal in all rows (dc) and the number of
non-zero elements is equal in all columns (dv ). If the CN
degree dc and the VN degree dv are not constant, the code is
irregular. Irregular codes have better coding performance but
are computationally more complex [53], [54].

A transmission system that uses an LDPC code encodes
data to transmit (v), of size K, by multiplying the data by
generator matrix (G), outputting a codeword (c = v · G). In
the receiver, the received codeword is multiplied by the PCM
in an operation named parity check equation (c · HT = 0).
However, the codeword can be corrupted with noise, resulting
in the parity check equation to fail (not equal to zero). In this
case, a decoding algorithm must be employed to correct errors
(further details can be found in Section V-A).

Several methods can be used to construct both G and H
matrices. Gallager codes [2] and Mackay codes [3] (also
known as progressive edge growth) were the first to be used
and result in a semi-random construction. Quasi-cyclic LDPC
code construction methods are some of the most used in the
literature due to their decreased complexity, which results in

TABLE III
ARITHMETIC RULES FOR ADDING AND MULTIPLYING b1 AND b2 GF (22)

a simpler decoder [55], [56]. In quasi-cyclic LDPC codes,
the construction method uses shifted identity sub-matrices
and zero sub-matrices to create the PCM matrix through
multiplicative or additive groups of finite fields or even through
masking methods [56], [57].

B. Non-Binary LDPC Codes

Fueled by the invention of Turbo codes [4] in the 1990s,
Davey and MacKay revisited LDPC codes and proposed an
extension for a non-binary formulation [6]. By then, with
the evolution of Moore’s Law, new processing systems could
create enough computing power to execute moderate-length
versions of these codes efficiently.

Davey and MacKay an extension of binary LDPC codes
over the Galois field GF(q) with q > 2 [6]. Barnault and
Declercq proposed a modification to NB-LDPC codes that
allowed the definition of higher orders with a complexity
that scaled as q × log2(q) [58]. The new proposal allowed
codes with order GF (2m ) to be decoded up to a maximum
of GF (28).

A Galois field is defined as a mathematical field with a
finite number of elements and is denoted as GF(q), where q
is the cardinality of the field [59]. Galois fields obey a set
of proprieties, which dictates that any result of a Galois field
operation must result in a number contained in the field (see
Table III). An irreducible primitive polynomial can be used
to define an m-order Galois field. Therefore, αm is used to
represent symbols in NB-LDPC codes [59] (further details in
Section V-A).

Extending (1) to GF (22), (2) represents a possible
NB-LDPC code with the same connections as (1). Contrary to
binary LDPC codes, where the symbols are represented either
by a ‘0’ or ‘1’, NB-LDPC codes are represented by symbols
contained in the respective Galois field. For instance, for codes
defined over GF (22), each symbol is represented by 2 bits or
0, 1, α and α2 using a irreducible polynomial [59]. For those
defined over GF (24), 4 bits are required to define a symbol.

H =

⎡
⎣
α 0 1 α 0 1
α2 α 0 1 1 0
0 α α2 0 α2 1

⎤
⎦ (2)

The main difference from binary LDPC codes is the permu-
tation and depermutation operators, as depicted on the upper
left side of Fig. 3. In an arbitrary connection between a VN
and a CN, the probability is multiplied by the Galois symbol
corresponding to the PCM entry of the n-th VN (n-th PCM
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Fig. 4. Non-binary LDPC codes and decoders evolution timeline.

column) and the m-th CN (m-th PCM row). When the data is
propagated from the CN to the VN, the same process happens
but instead, the probability is divided by the corresponding
symbol.

C. Binary LDPC vs. NB-LDPC Codes

NB-LDPC codes can achieve better error-correcting
performance than binary LDPC codes when the code length
is moderate, but this is at the cost of higher decoding com-
plexity [60]. In [6], by moving an irregular 1

3 rate code
from binary to a GF(8) construction, it is possible to achieve
a 0.3 dB improvement. In a MIMO system, NB-LDPC
codes over a small Galois field (up to GF(16)) outperform
certain binary LDPC codes, both employing joint MIMO
detection and channel decoding. At BER of 10−4, for 16
quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM), [61] shows that a
separate detection and decoding MIMO system employing an
NB-LDPC code over GF(256) outperforms the joint detection
and decoding system of [6], by 0.37 dB.

NB-LDPC decoders show a high computational complexity
in CN processing and require a high volume of memory to
store the intermediate results. There are various methods in the
literature where researchers tried to reduce both computational
complexity and memory requirement.

V. NON-BINARY LDPC DECODING ALGORITHMS

The present section describes NB-LDPC decoding algo-
rithms. An example of an NB-LDPC decoding algorithm,
serving as a tutorial, is given in Section V-A. The follow-
ing sections present the NB-LDPC decoding algorithms found
in the literature based on two criteria: (1) literature rele-
vance, based on the popularity and impact on the evolution
of NB-LDPC decoders, and (2) timeline. The algorithms in
Sections V-B, V-C, V-D, V-E, and V-F are presented chrono-
logically. In contrast, in Section V-G, each paragraph describes
one algorithm and it is also presented chronologically. One
exception to this criteria is the sum-product algorithm (SPA)
which contains three variants (fast Fourier transform (FFT)-
SPA, Log domain SPA and mixed domain SPA). For the sake
of simplicity, they are grouped in the same category (SPA) but

in Tables IV, V and VI, they are presented in different groups
for better analysis.

Fig. 4 provides an evolution timeline of NB-LDPC
codes and decoding algorithms; SPA (also known as
belief propagation (BP) algorithm) was the first to be proposed
in 2003 [58]. In this proposal, the decoder’s calculations
are executed in the frequency domain (FFT-SPA). However,
some variants have been proposed. In 2004, a decoder was
proposed on the Log domain [62] and afterward, in 2009,
a mixed domain (both frequency and Log domain) decoder
was proposed [63] (further details in Section V-B). In 2007,
the extended min-sum (EMS) algorithm was introduced [64],
reducing the computational complexity of the CN processor
in SPA.

Then, in 2008, the min-max (MM) algorithm further
increased performance by replacing the sum operation on the
EMS algorithm CN processor with the max() operation [65].

In 2010, two methods were proposed in [66] that
belong to the majority-logic decoding (MLGD) class.
The iterative hard reliability-based (IHRB) and the
iterative soft reliability-based (ISRB) methods reduce
memory utilization.

In 2013 and 2014, Trellis-EMS [67] and Trellis-MM [68]
proposed a configuration set path by only considering the
most reliable symbols and further reducing the decoder’s
complexity. Apart from the intense arithmetic operations, the
complexity lies in the permutation network that connects CNs
and VNs, order of the Galois field and memory requirements.

A. Example of a Non-Binary LDPC Decoder

LDPC codes are defined by a sparse PCM H. The decod-
ing process works by satisfying the parity check equation
(HT · c = 0), where c is the received codeword. In binary
codes, H and c ∈ GF (2) = {0, 1}. However, NB-LDPC codes
use finite fields in GF (2m ) (m ∈ Z

+), which requires arith-
metical rules. All the elements of GF (2m ) can be expressed
as 0, 1, α, α2, . . . , αm−2, where α is a primitive element of
GF (2m ). An irreducible primitive polynomial defines these
fields with degree m for each GF (2m ), which is used to derive
addition and multiplication for two elements ∈ GF (2m ).
For example, Table III depicts the addition and multiplication
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tables generated by the primitive polynomial α2 + x1 + 1 in
GF (22) [52].

Decoders use XOR operators to implement additions, while
multiplication operators are efficiently implemented using
look-up table (LUT) [69].

Data transmission works by transmitting a codeword c =
[c0, . . . , cn ] of n symbols over a noisy channel. The received
message y = [y0, . . . , yn ] may contain errors that need to
be corrected using an iterative decoding process. On binary
LDPC decoding, the process calculates the probability of a
received symbol being 0 or 1. On NB-LDPC decoding, the
probabilities are computed for every element in GF (2m ) =
{0, 1, α, α2, . . . , αm−2}.

The first step is to initialize the probabilities pn = P(cn =
β|yn ), which are the probability of a symbol (β) belonging
to an element of the codeword (cn ), knowing the received
codeword element (yn ). For older algorithms, such as the BP
algorithm (also known as SPA), the probabilities are repre-
sented by a probability mass function (pn(0) + pn (1) + · · ·+
pn(α

m−2) = 1). However, newer algorithms exchange and

compute log-likelihood ratio (LLR) as ln P(cn=̂β)
P(cn=βn )

where β̂ is
the most likely GF (2m ) element for the n-th codeword sym-
bol. Instead of using probability mass functions, the conversion
to LLRs allows to convert multiplications into additions and
reduce quantization errors [62].

The decoder structure can be described as Tanner graph,
as depicted in Fig. 5. In this figure, the example NB-LDPC
decoder contains four VNs and two CNs equal to the number
of columns (n) and rows (m) of H. Each VN is connected to
the CNs defined by the non-zero entries in H. In this exam-
ple, VN0 connects to CN0 and CN1 because H0,0 and H1,0

are non-zero entries. However, VN1 does not connect to CN0

because H0,1 = 0. These connections serve the purpose of
transmitting probabilities vectors. Those are initialized with
γn = [pn (0), . . . , pn (α

m−2)] and transmitted to connected
CNs in the form of the message vector (um,n = γn). These
messages are multiplied by the corresponding Galois symbol
on Hm,n in an operation named permutation, to be processed
in the CNs.

Then, CN processing is executed. The probabilities are
recalculated for each symbol on each CN. Each algorithm
applies different operations to the messages (addition, mul-
tiplication, minimum, maximum), defined in the following
sections. The general rule determines that the new probabil-
ity vector to be sent to a connected VN (vm,n) is calculated
through the received messages (um,n) from adjacent connec-
tions on the same CN. For example, the CN1 in Fig. 5(a)
receives messages u1,0, u1,1 and u3,1. To calculate the mes-
sage v1,0, the CN processor uses u1,1 and u3,1. For message
v1,1, it will use u1,0 and u3,1 and finally for message v3,1,
it will use u1,0 and u1,1. In CN0, the calculation of message
v2,0 only uses the u0,0, while the calculation of message v0,0
will use message u2,0.

After calculating all check-to-variable (CN-to-VN) mes-
sages, the next step depermutes the vector messages and sends
them to the connected VNs as shown in Fig. 5(b). VN pro-
cessing differs in each algorithm. Similar to CN processing,

Fig. 5. NB-LDPC message exchange and permutations.

the new probability vectors (um,n) are calculated through the
received messages (vm,n) from adjacent connections on the
same VN. The main difference from CN processing is that
new messages um,n are added to or multiplied (depending on
the algorithm) by the initial probability vector γn, generating
a z vector with the most likely symbols.

For the decoding to end, the parity check equations must be
verified (z ·HT = 0). If this condition is true, the process stops
and the codeword is successfully corrected. If the premise is
false, the messages um,n are sent to CNs for the probabili-
ties to be recalculated and the process repeats until the parity
equation or a maximum number of iterations (Imax ) is veri-
fied. This Imax variable is set to limit the maximum latency
but should be large enough to allow the decoding process to
converge, and is chosen to achieve a given FER goal. The
decoding process checks the parity equation before starting
the decoding process. If the received codeword γn contains
no errors, the decoding process is not executed.
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Algorithm 1 Belief Propagation (BP) for NB-LDPC Decoding
input: γn , H; Imax

initialization: u(0)m,n (β) = γn (β); z
(0)
n = argmaxβ(γn (β))

for k = 1 : Imax
Compute z (k−1)HT ; Stop if z (k−1)HT = 0
check node processing
for each check node m, each n ∈ Sv (m), each β ∈ GF (q)

v
(k)
m,n (β) =

∑

(aj )∈L(m|an=β)

⎛

⎝
∏

j∈Sv (m)\n
u
(k−1)
m,j (aj )

⎞

⎠ (3)

variable node processing
for each variable node n, each m ∈ Sc(n), each β ∈ GF (q)

u
(k)
m,n (β) = γn (β)

∏

i∈Sc(n)\m
v
(k)
i ,n (β)

a posteriori information computation & tentative decision
for each variable node n, each β ∈ GF (q)

z
(k)
n = argmax

β
(γn (β)

∏

i∈Sc(n)

v
(k)
i ,n (β))

B. Sum-Product Algorithm (SPA)

The BP decoding (also known as SPA) for binary LDPC
codes can be extended to NB-LDPC codes. However, for
a code constructed over GF(q), given the observation of a
received symbol, the corresponding transmitted symbol can
be any element of GF(q). Therefore, vectors of q probability
messages instead of single probabilities need to be computed
and stored during the decoding. This increases the complexity
and the size of the memory for message storage by a factor
of q. Moreover, the CN processing complexity is increased
much more due to the non-binary check equations. As a result,
NB-LDPC decoders have much higher hardware complexity
than binary LDPC decoders, and their complexity increases
quickly with the order of the finite field.

Use um,n (vm,n ) to represent the message vector from
CN n (check node m) to check node m (variable node n).
Let Sc(n) (Sv (m)) be the set of check (variable) nodes
connected to variable (check) node n (m). Let hi ,j be the
entry of the PCM matrix in the ith row and jth column.
Define the configuration set, L(m|an = β), as the set of
sequences of finite field elements (aj ) (j ∈ Sv (m)\n) such
that

∑
j∈Sv (m)\n hm,j aj = hm,nβ. Let zn be the hard-

decision of the n-th received symbol, the BP for NB-LDPC
decoding is listed in Algorithm 1 [70], where Imax is the
maximum iteration number.

The VN processing and a posteriori message computation
in NB-LDPC BP are direct extensions of those in binary BP.
However, for a code with row weight dc , the cardinality of a
configuration set is O(qdc−2). As a result, the CN processing
in NB-LDPC decoding needs to sum up substantially more
products and it is much more complicated.

To simplify the CN processing, a forward-backward method
was proposed in [6] to break down the computations in (3) into
an iterative process and share intermediate results. However,
a large number of intermediate vectors need to be stored

Algorithm 2 Extended Min-Sum (EMS) Decoding Algorithm
input: γn ; H; Imax

initialization: u(0)m,n (β) = γn (β); z
(0)
n = argminβ(γn (β))

for k = 1 : Imax
Compute z (k−1)HT ; Stop if z (k−1)HT = 0
check node processing
for each check node m, each n ∈ Sv (m), each β ∈ GF (q)

v
(k)
m,n (β) = min

(aj )∈L(m|an=β)

⎛

⎝
∑

j∈Sv (m)\n
u
(k−1)
m,j (aj )

⎞

⎠ (4)

variable node processing
for each variable node n, each m ∈ Sc(n), each β ∈ GF (q)

u
′(k)
m,n (β) = γn (β) +

∑

i∈Sc(n)\m
v
(k)
i ,n (β)

u
(k)
m,n (β) = u

′(k)
m,n (β)− min

ω∈GF (q)
(u

′(k)
m,n (ω))

a posteriori information computation & tentative decision
for each variable node n, each β ∈ GF (q)

z
(k)
n = argmin

β
(γn (β) +

∑

i∈Sc(n)

v
(k)
i ,n (β))

and the iterative process causes long latency. The compu-
tations in (3) can be also interpreted as convolution. A
frequency-domain decoder was developed in [58] to convert
convolutions to term-by-term multiplications. The hardware-
consuming multiplications become additions in log-domain
decoding algorithms [62], which are also more resilient to
quantization noise. The mix-domain decoder in [63] tries
to take advantage of both domains. Nevertheless, domain
conversions implemented as expensive look-up tables are
needed. Overall, log-domain decoders lead to lower hardware
complexity.

At the cost of very little loss in the error-correcting
performance, the hardware complexity is greatly reduced
by approximations of the non-binary BP in the log
domain, such as the EMS [64], [71], MM [65],
simplified min-sum algorithm (SMSA) [72], syndrome-
based EMS [67], and iterative reliability-based MLGD
algorithms [66]. Many hardware implementations are based
on these approximate algorithms. These algorithms are briefly
discussed in the next section.

C. Extended Min-Sum (EMS) Algorithm

In the EMS and MM algorithms, messages are LLRs. For
the n-th received symbol, its LLR associated with β ∈ GF (q)
is defined as ln(P(cn = β̂n )/P(cn = β)), where β̂n is the
most likely GF(q) element for the n-th symbol. Hence, the
LLR for the most likely field element in each vector is always
zero and all the other LLRs are positive. Moreover, a smaller
LLR means its associate field element is more likely to be the
transmitted symbol. Using these LLRs, the non-binary BP can
be approximated by the EMS algorithm shown in Algorithm 2.

The CN processing in the EMS algorithm is an approxima-
tion of that in the BP. To compensate for the approximation
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error, the sums of the CN-to-VN messages can be scaled by a
constant factor or added with a constant offset before they are
added to the channel LLR in the VN processing and a posteri-
ori information computation. Besides, the normalization in the
VN processing is needed to make the smallest LLR in each
vector zero.

It was first proposed in [73] to represent the variable-to-
check (VN-to-CN) messages by the nodes in a Trellis with dc
stages. Then a configuration set in L(m|an = β) is equiv-
alent to a path that passes exactly one node in each stage,
except stage n. Accordingly, the CN processing is mapped
to a path construction process. The constraints on the paths
are relaxed in the SMSA [72] by allowing multiple nodes
from the same stage to be included in a path. As a result,
complexity is reduced at the cost of very slight performance
degradation. To eliminate the redundancy among the computa-
tions of different CN-to-VN messages, it was proposed in [67]
to first calculate syndromes that include the contributions of
nodes from every stage. Then the contributions from the node
in stage n are excluded to derive the CN-to-VN messages
to VN n.

D. Min-Max (MM) Algorithm

The MM algorithm [65] is very similar to the EMS algo-
rithm, except that the sum computation in (4) is replaced by
‘max’ comparison. Comparators have lower hardware com-
plexity than adders and the maximum of the messages equals
one of the messages. As a result, MM decoders achieve
more complexity reduction than the EMS decoders, with slight
performance loss.

E. Iterative Reliability-Based Majority-Logic Decoding
(MLGD) Algorithms

Compared to other LDPC decoding algorithms, MLGD
algorithms have lower complexity but inferior error-correcting
capability, especially when the column weight is small.
Two algorithms have been proposed in [66] to improve
the performance of MLGD for NB-LDPC codes by carry-
ing reliability information over the decoding iterations and
incorporating it in the decoding decision.

Define the LLR associated with β ∈ GF (q) as
ln(P(β)/P(0)). Let γn be the LLR vector for the nth received
symbol computed from the channel information. Algorithm 3
lists the ISRB-MLGD algorithm proposed in [66]. In this algo-
rithm, the scalar λ is used for performance optimization. φm,n

can be considered as an extrinsic measure of the reliability
from the channel. ψn (β) is the extrinsic reliability that the nth
received symbol is β contributed by all the connected CNs. It
is accumulated to Rn (β), which is carried over the iterations
and used to make decoding decisions.

The IHRB-MLGD algorithm [66] assumes only hard deci-
sions, zn , are available from the channel. Compared to the
ISRB algorithm, its major differences lie in the message ini-
tialization and extrinsic reliability accumulation. In the IHRB
algorithm, R

(0)
n (β) is initialized to a pre-set positive inte-

ger γ if β = z
(0)
n or 0 otherwise. ψn (β) is replaced by

the count of σn,m that equals β. The ISRB algorithm has

Algorithm 3 ISRB-MLGD Algorithm
input: γn
initialization: z (0)n = argmaxβ(γn (β));

R
(0)
n (β) = λγn (β);

φm,n = min
j∈Sv (m)\n

max
β

γj (β)

for k = 1 : Imax

Compute z (k−1)HT ; stop if z (k−1)HT = 0
for each variable node n

for each m ∈ Sc(n)

σm,n = h−1
m,n

∑
u∈Sv (m)\n

(
z
(k−1)
u hm,u

)

ψn (β) =
∑

σm,n=β,i∈Sc(n)

φi ,n

R
(k)
n (β) = R

(k−1)
n (β) + ψn (β)

z
(k)
n = argmaxβ(R

(k)
n (β))

better performance than the IHRB algorithm. However, the
IHRB algorithm has lower complexity since its ψn (β) val-
ues are easier to compute and its LLRs require shorter word
length [74].

F. Trellis-Based Algorithms

Algorithm 4 extends the relaxations on the Trellis paths for
CN-to-VN message computation [72], [75]. The CN processor
converts the received messages into the delta domain. In (5),
the messages are subtracted from the most reliable symbol in
the received message (um,n (β̂n )), ensuring that all messages
in the delta domain are non-negative and the first index of
each message in the delta domain is always the most reliable
symbol [67], [68].

From these received messages, a configuration set can be
established. This set is defined by a path that contains the most
reliable elements from each received message, denoted as a 0-
order configuration. Other paths that differ from this 0-order
configuration are called deviations. The sets of 0-order con-
figurations and their deviations are defined by conf (nr ,nc),
where the paths are formed from the nr most reliable mes-
sages for a symbol β and can have nc elements that deviate
from 0-order configuration [68].

This configuration set (conf (nr ,nc)) is used to build a syn-
drome column in (7), where the nr most reliable symbols are
considered, reducing complexity and increasing the degree of
parallelism [67].

The CN-to-VN messages are generated by calculating the
difference in the reliability of the configurations (Δum,n ) and
the syndrome (ΔUm,n ) in (8). If this operation is associated
with an existing output message, the minimum of those values
is considered.

In (9), the messages are converted to the normal domain,
and the VN processing is the same as the EMS algorithm.

The Trellis-MM algorithm is obtained by changing (7) into:

ΔU (k−1)(β) = min
η(β)∈conf (nr ,nc)

(
max

j∈Sv (m)\n
Δu

(k−1)
m,j (ηj (β))

)
.
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Algorithm 4 Trellis Extended Min-Sum (EMS) Decoding
Algorithm
input: γn ; H; Imax

initialization: u(0)m,n (β) = γn (β); z
(0)
n = argminβ(γn (β))

for k = 1 : Imax
Compute z (k−1)HT ; Stop if z (k−1)HT = 0

delta computation
for each check node m, each n ∈ Sv (m), each β ∈ GF (q)

Δu
(k−1)
m,n (ηn =

̂
β
(k−1)
n + β) = u

(k−1)
m,n (

̂
β
(k−1)
n )− u

(k−1)
m,n (β)

(5)
syndrome computation
for each check node m, each n ∈ Sv (m)

ω
(k−1)
m =

∑

j∈Sv (m)\n
Δu

(k−1)
m,j (

̂
β
(k−1)
j ) (6)

check node processing
for each check node m, each n ∈ Sv (m), each β ∈ GF (q)

ΔU (k−1)(β) = min
η(β)∈conf (nr ,nc)

⎛

⎝
∑

j∈Sv (m)\n
Δu

(k−1)
m,j (ηj (β))

⎞

⎠

(7)

Δv
(k)
m,n (β + ηn (β)) = min

η(β)∈conf (nr ,nc)
(Δv

(k)
m,n (β + ηn (β)),

ΔU (k−1)(β)−Δu
(k−1)
m,n (ηn (β))))

(8)

v
(k)
m,n (β + ω

(k−1)
m +

̂
β
(k−1)
n ) = Δv

(k)
m,n (β) (9)

This operation further increases throughput performance
and reduces the area required for ASIC implementations [68].
In particular, for codes over GF(4), only one syndrome needs
to be computed and the decoder is greatly simplified [76].

G. Other Algorithms

Other algorithms with less representation in the
literature are also presented in this survey. The
generalized bit-flipping decoding algorithm (GBFDA) com-
putes the syndrome using the hard decision symbols obtained
from the most reliable Galois field values. The hard decision
symbols are then propagated to the nodes and accumulated
along with decoding iterations [77]. Some variations extend
the algorithm by considering more symbols with a multiple-
vote symbol system, which reduces complexity but decreases
decoding performance (>0.7 dB) [77].

In the Adaptive Multiset Stochastic Algorithm (AMSA),
instead of exchanging probabilities, symbols are generated by
stochastic stream generators with the probabilities encoded in
the statistics of the stream [78]. This algorithm reduces area
cost and hardware complexity at the expense of an increased
memory requirement [78].

In the ADBP algorithm, messages are not exchanged as
probability mass functions or LLRs but instead are defined
by a class of Gaussian-like distributions cast into the general
class of expectation-propagation algorithms [79]. This algo-
rithm reduces complexity and memory requirements since they
are independent of the Galois field’s size [79].

Symbol reliability based (SRB) algorithms combine fea-
tures from MLGD algorithms and multiple voting systems,
resulting in decreased complexity with a slight decoding
performance loss compared to the EMS and MM algo-
rithms [80].

The weighted bit reliability-based (WBRB) algorithm [81]
exchanges the minimum bit-reliability values instead of
symbol-reliability values, such as MLGD algorithms. This
algorithm allows CN and VN processing to overlap, lead-
ing to higher throughput performance, and lower complexity
and memory requirement than the EMS algorithm. In the
full bit reliability-based (FBRB) algorithm, all bit-reliability
values of a symbol are used [81].

VI. TARGET ARCHITECTURES FOR NON-BINARY LDPC
DECODING

In this section, it is presented the NB-LDPC decoder imple-
mentations for programmable (GPU), reconfigurable (FPGA)
and dedicated architectures (ASIC) using the algorithms men-
tioned in the previous section.

These architectures provide different characteristics that
can be exploited to highlight features in the algorithms and
applications.

GPUs have better-suited features for prototyping and cost-
sensitive systems due to low development effort and low
non-recurring engineering costs while providing a high degree
of programming flexibility. However, GPUs have fixed instruc-
tion sets and fixed memory hierarchies. They also have a high
energy consumption.

Compared to GPUs, FPGAs do not have a fixed instruc-
tion set and allow a customizable memory hierarchy. These
systems offer more flexibility at a higher development effort
but consume less energy. However, FPGAs systems may have
inefficient resource utilization due to the complexity of the
routing network.

ASICs have a very high non-recurring engineering cost and
development effort. Although, they can achieve the highest
throughput performance. However, they provide a highly effi-
cient design that consumes less energy compared to FPGAs.

The relationship and analysis between algorithms presented
in Section V and the architectures presented in this section
can be found in Section VII.

Tables IV, V, and VI present the year of published work,
characteristics of the device, characteristics of the used code and
the output metrics of the implementation. Some works report
more than one decoder implementation in the same paper. In
this case, they are considered different implementations and
thus, have their own entry in Tables IV, V, and VI.

A. GPU

GPU devices still represent a growing research
trend in this field, with several articles detailing
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TABLE IV
CHARACTERISTICS OF NON-BINARY LDPC DECODERS ON GPUS GROUPED BY ALGORITHMS MENTIONED IN SECTION V. THIS TABLE PRESENTS THE

YEAR OF PUBLISHED WORK, CHARACTERISTICS OF THE DEVICE (DEVICE, NUMBER OF CORES, PROCESS NODE AND DIE SIZE), CHARACTERISTICS

OF THE USED CODE (CODE SIZE, CONNECTIONS PER VN AND CN, SIZE OF GALOIS FIELD, NUMBER OF ITERATIONS OF THE DECODER AND SNR)
AND THE OUTPUT METRICS OF THE IMPLEMENTATION (DECODING THROUGHPUT AND POWER OF THE GPU)

highly parallel software-based designs [82].
Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) is a frame-
work for developing parallel programs on Nvidia GPUs.

Nvidia coined the term CUDA core to designate the main
GPU compute unit. While CPUs contain a few dozen cores,
GPUs feature thousands of CUDA cores. The implementations
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TABLE IV
(Continued.) CHARACTERISTICS OF NON-BINARY LDPC DECODERS ON GPUS GROUPED BY ALGORITHMS MENTIONED IN SECTION V. THIS TABLE

PRESENTS THE YEAR OF PUBLISHED WORK, CHARACTERISTICS OF THE DEVICE (DEVICE, NUMBER OF CORES, PROCESS NODE AND DIE SIZE),
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE USED CODE (CODE SIZE, CONNECTIONS PER VN AND CN, SIZE OF GALOIS FIELD, NUMBER OF ITERATIONS OF THE

DECODER AND SNR) AND THE OUTPUT METRICS OF THE IMPLEMENTATION (DECODING THROUGHPUT AND POWER OF THE GPU)

on GPUs mostly exploit the FFT SPA, mixed domain SPA
and MM algorithms.

1) SPA: Table IV contains the most important GPU
implementations from the literature. For the FFT-SPA,
Andrade et al. [82] proposed a decoder with efficient data
structures exploiting coalesced memory accesses and intro-
duced simplifications using a fast Hadamard transform (FHT),
achieving 3.34 Mbps.

In [83], the authors proposed efficient decoders using lay-
ered and flooding schedules, achieving 26.4 Mbps. In the same
year, Lui et al. [84] proposed a multi-codeword decoder, reach-
ing the best throughput result on GPUs of 98.8 Mbps by
exploiting coalesced memory accesses.

For the mixed domain SPA, [85] proposed layered and
flooding schedules for irregular codes, achieving 1.9 Mbps.

2) MM Algorithm: In 2012, Wang et al. [86] proposed
the first NB-LDPC decoder on GPU for the MM algo-
rithm, achieving 0.694 Mbps. For the same algorithm, another
followed in [87], improving the throughput performance to
1.81 Mbps by removing multiplications and introducing a
merger step, thus reducing latency.

Later on, the authors in [88] proposed a parallel block-
layered approach to the NB-LDPC decoder, further improving
performance and reaching 9.795 Mbps. While the GPUs

implementations require a few dozen to several hundreds of
Watts (65 to 250 W), the authors in [89], [90] were capable of
reaching 2.33 Mbps using an embedded system that requires
less than 15 W of power.

3) Analysis: The works [82]–[84], [87] do not report SNR
values and do not feature early termination. These works
evaluate the decoders’ throughput performance, exclude the
analysis of error-correction capability and can be compared
with decoders that report a fixed number of iterations (without
early termination).

Moreover, some implementations in [83] do not report the
code weights (dv , dc), which does not provide information
about the parallelization degree and is hard to replicate the
decoder’s evaluation parameters.

The focus of work [86] is also on throughput performance
and reported SNR is just a complementary metric increasing
the paper’s value.

In [88], the focus is on the evaluation of the error-
correction capability. The setup includes early termination
and reports SNR values. Early termination stops the decod-
ing process after the codeword is successfully decoded.
Comparing works with and without early termination is not
accurate since the exact number of iterations is unknown and
influences the decoder’s throughput. Comparisons between
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TABLE V
CHARACTERISTICS OF NON-BINARY LDPC DECODERS ON FPGAS GROUPED BY THE ALGORITHMS MENTIONED IN SECTION V. THIS TABLE

PRESENTS THE YEAR OF PUBLISHED WORK, THE NAME OF THE DEVICE, CHARACTERISTICS OF THE USED CODE (CODE SIZE, CONNECTIONS PER VN
AND CN, SIZE OF GALOIS FIELD, NUMBER OF ITERATIONS OF THE DECODER AND SNR) AND THE OUTPUT METRICS OF THE IMPLEMENTATION

(NUMBER OF REPLICATED CORES, LUTS, FLIP-FLOPS (FFS), EQUIVALENT LOGIC BLOCKS (ELBS), CLOCK FREQUENCY AND DECODING

THROUGHPUT)

decoders reporting SNR with early termination are only
valid for implementations using the same SNR with early
termination.

Moreover, [85] reports the values for irregular codes, which
achieve higher error-correcting performance at a decreased
throughput performance.
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The one-page paper [89] focuses on comparing throughput
performance between a low-power GPU and an FPGA and
does not report SNR and the number of iterations, thereby
limiting comparisons against other implementations.

B. FPGA

FPGA-based solutionsprovide a middle ground for design-
ing and testing NB-LDPC solutions. FPGAs require less
design effort than ASICs and less power than GPUs. In
terms of throughput performance, FPGAs present them-
selves in the middle of GPUs and ASICs. Compared with
GPUs, the FPGAs’ implementations presented in Table V
address a higher number of algorithms and higher throughput
performances.

1) SPA: The first implementations on FPGAs were
proposed in 2007 in [63] and [93]. These works provide a
detailed description for the SPA in the Log and mixed domain,
achieving 0.92 Mbps and 1.09 Mbps, respectively.

Lehnigk-Emden and Wehn [94] studied the first FPGA
implementation for GF(22), GF(24) and GF(28), achieving
33.16, 13.22 and 1.56 Mbps respectively for the mixed domain
SPA. Using the same algorithm, in [95], the authors pro-
pose the use of multiplier cores and introduced message
normalization and pipeline processing, achieving 6 Mbps.

Andrade et al. used OpenCL in [91] to provide a par-
allel FFT-SPA decoder architecture suited to the character-
istics of a wide-pipeline accelerator, reaching 3.36 Mbps.
Later, for the same algorithm, the authors showed that using
high-level synthesis (HLS) can reduce the development effort
compared to register transfer level (RTL), while they were
still able to achieve 14.54 Mbps for 14 cores.

2) EMS Algorithm: The first implementation of the EMS
algorithm was proposed in [96] using a semi-parallel approach
that achieved 50 Mbps. Another work proposed an FPGA imple-
mentation that exploited skimming, prefetching and relaxed
redundancy control to reduce latency and enable an efficient
pipeline schedule, achieving 9.76 Mbps [97]. For the same algo-
rithm, in [98], a serial architecture is proposed implementing
horizontal shuffled scheduling that reaches 2.95 Mbps.

3) MM Algorithm: For the MM algorithm, the authors
of [99] proposed a partial-parallel decoder employing an
overlapped scheme and layered decoding to simplify the archi-
tecture, achieving 9.3 Mbps. This implementation was further
improved in [100] with the proposal of a flexible decoder for
regular and irregular codes for various Galois fields, reaching
13 Mbps.

In [89], [90], the authors show that using HLS can reduce
the development effort while maintaining a high performance,
reaching 38.7 Mbps.

4) IHRB-MLGD Algorithm: An enhanced IHRB decoder is
proposed in [74] that achieves a significant coding gain with
small hardware overhead, achieving 90.68 Mbps.

5) Trellis-MM Algorithm: Lacruz et al. provided a signif-
icant breakthrough in [101]. The authors proposed a decoder
with a reduction in memory resources by exploiting a layered
schedule. The implementation also innovates by compress-
ing the CN output messages, reducing the information sent

to the VNs, thus achieving a quite significant performance of
630.47 Mbps.

6) Other Algorithms: For the GBFDA, in [102], the authors
provide an implementation that achieves 439 Mbps with
early termination. For the same algorithm, modifications are
proposed. One avoids the sorting process and storing of
unnecessary vectors, achieving 44.6 Mbps [103], while the
other presents a technique to limit data growth and a broad-
cast mechanism to reduce routing congestion that can reach
267 Mbps [104].

The AMSA is proposed in [105], making the use of mul-
tisets, a generalization of sets that allows multiple instances
of the same element, and achieving the best throughput of all
FPGA implementations, in the order of 698 Mbps.

In [81], the authors proposed a layered partial-parallel
WBRB decoder that reduces the amount of memory required,
achieving 118.98 Mbps, and an FBRB decoder that obtains
a better error-correcting performance and faster convergence
rate, achieving a throughput of 95.73 Mbps.

7) Analysis: As discussed in the previous section,
works [74], [92], [95], [97]–[101], [103], [104] focus on
implementation and throughput performance (without early
termination) and do not report SNR. These works can be
compared to implementations with fixed iterations.

Additionally, the authors in [95] did not report the number
of FFs, while in [103], [104], the number of used LUTs is
not reported. However, (10) gives a metric for calculating the
ELBs, which is an acceptable metric to estimate the FPGA
resources used (given by [24]).

max(number of 4− input LUTs , number of FFs). (10)

On the other hand, in [81], [105] the authors analyze the
throughput performance for a specific SNR, although not
reporting the number of iterations. These results are valid, but
comparison is possible only for decoders with the same SNR.

The implementations missing SNR and the number of iter-
ations [63], [91], [93], [96] do not provide a meaningful
contribution in terms of error-correction performance and,
alternatively, they focus on resource requirement. In particular,
the first decoder implementations [63], [93], [96] pioneered in
the analysis of memory requirements for NB-LDPC decoders.
Furthermore, the one-page paper [89] provides a comparison
with a low-power GPU but due to missing metrics, it is hard
to make a comparison between other implementations.

In [94], [102] report decoders with early termination
without reporting SNR values, making it hard to com-
pare error-correction capability and, consequently, throughput
performance against other decoders. However, the authors
in [94] normalized throughput performance by the number
of iterations, thus facilitating comprehension of throughput
performance. However, conclusions can not be taken from
the decoder’s overall performance since the total number of
iterations is unknown.

C. ASIC

Among some of the most important designs found in the
literature, top-performing ASIC designs are the best in terms
of throughput performance and energy efficiency.
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TABLE VI
CHARACTERISTICS OF NON-BINARY LDPC DECODERS ON ASICS GROUPED BY THE ALGORITHMS MENTIONED IN SECTION V. THIS TABLE

PRESENTS THE YEAR OF PUBLISHED WORK, THE SIZE OF THE PROCESS NODE DESIGN, CHARACTERISTICS OF THE USED CODE (CODE SIZE,
CONNECTIONS PER VN AND CN, SIZE OF GALOIS FIELD, NUMBER OF ITERATIONS OF THE DECODER AND SNR) AND THE OUTPUT METRICS OF THE

IMPLEMENTATION (NUMBER OF GATES, CLOCK FREQUENCY, DECODING THROUGHPUT, AREA AND POWER OF THE DECODER)

1) SPA: The SPA has increased complexity and it is hard
to implement in hardware; only 2 works were found in the lit-
erature. In 2013, [106] proposed an efficient implementation

with layered decoding to reduce the number of iterations
and increase the throughput performance for SPA in the log
domain, and managed to achieve 233.53 Mbps.
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TABLE VI
(Continued.) CHARACTERISTICS OF NON-BINARY LDPC DECODERS ON ASICS GROUPED BY THE ALGORITHMS MENTIONED IN SECTION V. THIS

TABLE PRESENTS THE YEAR OF PUBLISHED WORK, THE SIZE OF THE PROCESS NODE DESIGN, CHARACTERISTICS OF THE USED CODE (CODE SIZE,
CONNECTIONS PER VN AND CN, SIZE OF GALOIS FIELD, NUMBER OF ITERATIONS OF THE DECODER AND SNR) AND THE OUTPUT METRICS OF THE

IMPLEMENTATION (NUMBER OF GATES, CLOCK FREQUENCY, DECODING THROUGHPUT, AREA AND POWER OF THE DECODER)

For the mixed domain SPA, the same authors that imple-
mented the first FPGA design [94] also proposed the first ASIC
designs for GF(22), GF(24) and GF(28), achieving 99.48,
36.66 and 4.69 Mbps, respectively.

2) EMS Algorithm: The majority of the ASIC designs
found in the literature implement either the EMS algorithm
or the MM algorithm. In 2012, [72] proposed the first EMS
algorithm implementation in ASICs, achieving 64 Mbps.

Soon after, the authors of [107] applied dynamic clock gat-
ing to the CNs to achieve greater energy efficiency, reaching
1.15 Gbps. Park et al. further improve the algorithm by adding
a one-step look-ahead on the CN, enabling an increase in
the operating frequency to 700 MHz, and by overlapping the
execution of CN and VN operations, reducing the decoding
iterations and reaching 1.221 Gbps [108].

Other works include a partial-parallel layered decoder
employing (1) a double-throughput CN, (2) overlapped CN
and VN processors and (3) pipelined scheduling to achieve
124.6 Mbps [109].

In [110], the authors propose a fully overlapped decoder with
(1) an early bubble check to reduce the initialization latency
of the CN, (2) a backward memory scan method to overlap the
CN and VN and hide CN latency within the VN. Also, they
incorporate a redundant memory reuse technique to further
decrease the latency of a single decoding iteration, allowing
the decoder to reach 2.222 Gbps of throughput performance.

A year later, Harb proposes a pre-sorting procedure that sorts
messages entering the CN based on their reliability values,
where the less likely messages are omitted. The author also
presents a hybrid CN model combining the forward-backward
and syndrome-based algorithm. The decoder is capable of
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achieving 19.5 Gbps [111]. Later, Harb proposed a processing
block that updates CNs and their associated VNs in a fully
pipelined way, reaching 10.1 Gbps [113].

In [112], a hybrid architecture is proposed that combine
the extended-forward and the forward-backward approaches
to reduce the total number of computed syndromes reaching
267 Mbps.

3) MM Algorithm: The first MM algorithm ASIC decoder
proposed in [114]. It delivers 60 Mbps of throughput
performance. Another version, such as that in [73], presents a
MM algorithm decoder integrating a scheme that sorts out
a limited number of VN-to-CN messages with the highest
reliability. Then, the CN-to-VN messages are derived inde-
pendently from the sorted messages, reducing computational
complexity and memory usage without noticeable performance
loss, achieving 10 Mbps.

The authors of [115] presented a selective-input layered
decoder with an associated compensation technique. In the
same year, in [116], they offered a barrel-shifter-based permu-
tation network and a minimum value filter used to determine
the first few smallest values from a given set. Those designs
are capable of achieving 29 and 66.6 Mbps, respectively.

The authors in [100], proposed a flexible decoder for both
regular and irregular codes for various Galois fields, achieving
21 Mbps. After that, Cai and Zhang [75] developed a relaxed
CN processing scheme for the MM algorithm. By making use
of the property that a linear combination of the elements can
uniquely represent each finite field element on the minimum
basis, all the entries in a message vector are computed simul-
taneously in and efficiently, reducing memory requirement and
computational complexity, and achieving 66 Mbps.

Lin and Yan [117] proposed two shuffled scheduling
schemes that increase throughput performance while reduc-
ing complexity and memory usage. These scheduling schemes
have slightly better error performance and converge faster than
flooding schedule and are capable of achieving 64.3 Mbps.
The same authors demonstrated that a design can reach 982
Mbps if it adopts a scheme that approximates the CN-to-VN
messages using a piecewise linear function, instead of using
probabilities, and so reducing memory requirements [118].

From the same design developed for FPGA, Lacruz et al.
provided an ASIC architecture in [101], lowering the need
for memory resources by exploiting a layered schedule. The
implementation also innovates by compressing the CN output
messages, which reduces the information sent to the VNs, thus
achieving a performance of 964.7 Mbps.

The last design of the MM algorithm belongs to
Toriyama and Marković [8]. The authors proposed a decoder
for storage applications with a reduction in message bitwidth,
thus reducing memory requirements and achieving 2.551
Gbps. The same work also presents a design for the IHRB-
MLGD, reaching 544 Mbps, respectively.

4) ISRB-MLGD Algorithm: Lu et al. [119] proposed the
first partial-parallel ISRB-MLGD decoder, introducing alter-
nate message-passing schemes, reaching almost the same BER
performance as the MM algorithm. This design saves memory,
produces a higher operating frequency and, consequently, a
higher throughput performance with less hardware complexity,
achieving 46.6 Mbps.

The latest developed work belongs to Song et al. [120].
They improved [119] by proposing a clipped-modified ISRB-
MLGD algorithm, introducing two complexity-reduction mod-
ifications and an unsaturated clipping method, achieving
higher performance with lower implementation complexity,
raising the throughput to 136 Mbps.

5) IHRB-MLGD Algorithm: Reliability-based designs have
been proposed both for hard and soft decoding. The authors
in [74] presented an enhanced IHRB-MLGD decoder that
achieves a significant coding gain with small hardware over-
head, obtaining 193 Mbps.

For the same algorithm, in [121] the authors propose a par-
tially parallel layered IHRB-MLGD algorithm, which delivers
better error performance and faster convergence, achieving
779 Mbps.

The authors of [8] proposed a decoder for storage appli-
cations with a reduction in message bitwidth, thus reducing
memory requirements and achieving 544 Mbps.

6) Trelis-Based Algorithms: Some designs are based on
Trellis-based algorithms, with Li et al. [67] proposing the first
Trellis-EMS algorithm implementation in an ASIC. The same
authors added an extra column for message representation,
achieving 3.6 Gbps [122], thus breaking the barrier of 1 Gbps
decoding.

Reference [123] is a study that proposes implementations
of the Trellis-EMS algorithm and Trellis-MM algorithm. The
proposed architectures eliminate the computation of the sec-
ond minimum operation in messages of the CN processor and
present efficient estimators to infer the second minimum value,
reducing the complexity and latency and increasing through-
put, reaching 729 Mbps for the Trellis-EMS algorithm and
818 Mbps for Trellis-MM algorithm.

In [68], a simplified Trellis-MM decoder is proposed where
the CN messages are computed in parallel, using only the most
reliable information in a horizontal layered schedule, achieving
660 Mbps.

This work was further improved in [124], which uses
compressed message passing between nodes to decrease the
routing area and memory requirements; it increases through-
put up to 981 Mbps. The work in [124] is further improved,
allowing even fewer messages to be exchanged and achieving
1.345 Gbps, as described in [125].

In [126], the authors relaxed the constraints on the nodes
included in the decoder configuration, reducing the hard-
ware units by 3 times and allowing the CN-to-VN messages
to be computed in one clock cycle achieving 6.78 Gbps.
Lacruz et al. [127] proposed an approximation for the Trellis-
MM algorithm to reduce complexity for the CN processor,
achieving 1.259 Gbps.

A series of works presented by Thi and Lee proposed a two-
extra-column Trellis-MM algorithm with layered scheduling
and thus reducing the complexity of the CN processor and the
decoder area, achieving 1.274 Gbps [128].

This work was further improved in [129] by reducing the
number of exchanged messages and enabling the decoder to
reach 1.396 Gbps. The same authors proposed a basic-set Trellis-
MM algorithm in [130] that considers a set of independent
field elements with the smallest LLRs, achieving 1.403 Gbps.
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Their latest work [132] proposes a half-row modified
two-extra-column Trellis-MM algorithm that reduces hard-
ware complexity by 50%, keeping only the two elements
with the highest reliabilities in each extra column, achieving
1.155 Gbps.

In [131], a row-parallel Trellis-MM decoder is proposed
with compression, a two-stage minimum finder and an early
termination scheme to improve throughput performance and
decrease storage requirements. The design is capable of
reaching 4.681 Gbps.

7) Other Algorithms: For the GBFDA, in [103] and [104],
the authors describe implementations for FPGAs but also pro-
pose ASIC designs. The work reported in [103] achieves
89 Mbps, while the [104] study reaches 573 Mbps.

Some lesser known algorithms are also reported in the lit-
erature. In [78], a decoder is proposed using the AMSA with
tracking forecast memory that achieves 540 Mbps.

In [79], the authors propose the ADBP algorithm that works
on factor graphs over linear models and uses messages in
the form of Gaussian-like probability distributions by tracking
their parameters, capable of achieving 27 Mbps.

Zhou et al. [80] propose the SRB algorithm that performs
well when the column weight is low, achieving 97 Mbps.

For the WBRB algorithm, Tian et al. achieve the best
performance of all NB-LDPC decoders known in the literature,
with a throughput of 21.661 Gbps.

Lastly, the authors of [133] provide an ASIC implemen-
tation for the FBRB algorithm using GF(28) that achieves
4.372 Gbps.

8) Analysis: The authors of [8], [108], [110], [118], [125],
[127], [130], [131] focus on throughput performance by report-
ing the number of iterations without early termination and
SNR values. The two reported values allow an analysis of the
throughput performance and comparison with implementations
without SNR and a fixed number of iterations (without early
termination). Moreover, the decoders that include early termi-
nation [107], [108], [112], [113], [131], only allow for a fair
comparison between implementations with the same SNR.

Contrarily, works that do not report SNR but report
a fixed number of iterations (without early termina-
tion) [68], [72]–[75], [79], [100], [101], [103], [104], [106],
[109], [115], [120], [122], [123], [128], [132], can be com-
pared with decoders in the same class (no SNR and fixed
number of iterations) since throughput performance can be
normalized by the number of iterations.

Furthermore, works that do not report SNR and the number
of iterations [78], [116], [122]–[124], [133] or employ early
termination [48], [67], [80], [94], [111], [114], [117], [119],
[121], [126] cannot be compared against other decoders since
the SNR impacts the throughput performance and little can be
inferred from the number of iterations.

In [8], [120], the authors do not report the code size but
instead report the number of symbols, while in [122] they
do not report code weights (dv , dc). These setups do not
allow researchers to understand the parallelization degree of
the decoders.

Of the surveyed papers, only [8], [68], [106]–[109], [116],
[118], [120] report values for power. Power values help

Fig. 6. Representation of the design process of an LDPC code. The ECC
solution considers algorithmic and hardware aspects to produce a solution
tailored to fulfill specific parameters.

understand energy efficiency and to which extent these
decoders can be deployed. In addition to the previous
works, [74], [79], [94], [101], [104], [110], [121]–[125], [127],
[130], [131], [133] report area values. Area is a constraint in
systems with limited space, such as satellites. In Table VI, the
missing area values were calculated through the average area
per gate for a certain process node design.

Works [78], [104], [111], [115], [125], [128]–[130], [132],
report synthesis values that do not represent the true decoder
values but provide an approximation.

Finally in [8], [94], [122], [131], [133] the number of gates
is not reported, which would offer insightful information about
the amount of resources consumed to produce the decoders.

VII. ANALYSIS, CONSTRAINTS AND DESIGN PARAMETER

CONSIDERATIONS

In this section, a comprehensive analysis is provided for the
surveyed literature and the parameters that influence the design
process of NB-LDPC decoders are considered and discussed.

As depicted in Fig. 6, several parameters (decoding algo-
rithms, code size, etc.) and hardware specifications, such as
memory, decoding schedules, etc., must be considered for pro-
ducing a solution, which influences the decoder’s latency, area,
power and throughput.

Examining results without normalization increases the data
analysis difficulty due to the huge number of variables of
NB-LDPC codes. To make a fair comparison between designs,
the plots are normalized by the number of connections between
CNs and VNs or edges (N ×dv or M ×dc), excluding GPUs.

A. GPU

GPUs represent the platforms with the least development
effort and with the lowest throughput performance. The
main advantage of GPUs is the faster development cycle
and the hardware abstraction, allowing them to test and
implement more complex decoders. GPUs also enable for
flexible decoders to be implemented and eliminate the need
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Fig. 7. Decoding throughput versus the number of CUDA cores for all the surveyed GPU decoders. The colored right vertical bar represents different Galois
fields in the implementations. The throughput increases for smaller Galois fields and higher number of CUDA cores. The trend line is calculated using linear
regression.

Fig. 8. Energy efficiency versus die size for all the surveyed GPU decoders. The throughput is higher for smaller Galois fields and slightly increases on
GPUs with larger die sizes. It is assumed a die size of 118mm2 for the results from the Jetson TX2. These were not included in the calculation of the trend
line.

for dedicated hardware with correspondingly high levels of
non-recurring engineering cost.

As shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, the decoding throughput tends
to increase with the number of cores and, consequently, the
GPU’s die size, as shown by the trend lines. It is also observed
that implementations in higher fields result in lower throughput
performance.This is expectedsincehigherGaloisfieldsconsume
more resources and therefore, the performance drops.

The mixed domain SPA implementation [85] uses different
code sizes and Galois fields with early termination on the same
GPU. One major drawback of this approach is that it fails to
make a fair comparison of throughput performance. In codes
with early termination, the throughput performance can be the
same for large codes and smaller fields as for shorter codes
and higher fields. This can be identified by the clumped circles
in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8.
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Fig. 9. Decoding throughput per core versus ELBs per core of the surveyed FPGA decoders. The trend line is calculated using linear regression, excluding
the SPA points. A red trend line for GF(2) from [24] is plotted for comparison.

The analysis of Fig. 8 is more intricate. The energy
efficiency is related to the GPU technology and newer archi-
tectures are usually more efficient, as can be seen in the
figure, particularly for the MM algorithm. The Jetson TX2
results are represented in the figure, although the actual
die size is not publicly available, and it was assumed
to be the same size as its predecessor (Jetson TX1),
i.e., 118nm.

B. FPGA

Compared to GPUs, FPGAs allow developers to implement
decoders at the hardware level, using several techniques, such
as HLS and RTL. Electronic design automation (EDA) tools
are used to automate processes, such as place & route, and
reduce the implementation complexity, i.e., the programmer is
detached from parts of the design.

Nonetheless, these systems have constraints in terms of
area and resources, hindering the ability to create an effi-
cient NB-LDPC decoder. In particular, FPGAs are vulnerable
to codes with many nodes or high Galois fields since those
increase connections and FPGAs can only support a limited
number of complex wiring connections.

Due to the variation of resource organization in Intel (former
Altera) and Xilinx FPGAs, a metric called ELB represents the
maximum number of required FFs or 4-input LUTs that would
be needed to implement the design. To compensate for the
increased size of 6 LUTs in some devices, in comparison with
4-input LUTs, we approximate each 6-input LUTs to become
equivalent to two 4-input LUTs. The total number of ELBs of
an implementation corresponds to max(total 4 − LUTs, total
FFs) [24].

Most of the FPGA designs replicate decoders to occupy the
available resources of the FPGA. To provide a fair comparison,

the points present in Fig. 9 are normalized by the number of
reported cores, represented in Table V, ensuring the lowest
number of ELBs to implement one decoder.

By applying a linear regression, an upward trend can be
seen as the number of ELBs increases. SPA decoders were
not included in the regression because they were from older
implementations and this algorithm is computationally more
complex than the rest.

Points above the trend line present efficient designs in terms
of throughput performance per resource unit. Of those, the
designs from [105] using the AMSA show a good performance
for GF (26) and GF (28). Implementations using SPA show a
poor performance due to the computational complexity of the
algorithm. These designs achieve a throughput performance of
less than 2 Mbps except for [94]. The designs from [91] are
the largest decoders and occupy more than 300K ELBs per
core. In [63], [92], [95], the solutions achieve less resource
utilization. However, their efficiency falls short of the trend
line. Of all SPA decoders, [94] is the one that achieves good
performance for GF (22) and GF (24). For GF (28), the design
becomes too complex and the resource utilization per core
increases 10-fold.

EMS and MM algorithms do not have efficient designs.
However, [101] delivers the best throughput performance per
core. The remaining solutions, implemented using GBFDA,
AMSA, WBRB and FBRB, follow the expected trend and are
considered good designs.

Characteristics of the NB-LDPC code, notably the code size
and the operating field, impose restrictions on FPGA-based
designs in terms of resources. The different PCM varieties
found in the literature create difficulties in analyzing the results
because to larger codes are more complex and use more
resources.
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Fig. 10. ELBs per edge versus cores per edge of the surveyed FPGA decoders. The trend line is calculated using linear regression. A red trend line for
GF(2) from [24] is plotted for comparison.

The points presented in the following two figures are nor-
malized by the number of edges, and so comparison between
designs is possible, regardless of the code size. Fig. 10 pro-
vides resource utilization per core. Ideally, the designs should
use as few ELBs as possible. In this analysis, the most effi-
cient designs are located in the bottom-left corner and below
the trend line in terms of resource utilization.

Designs using FFT-SPA in [91], [92] and AMSA in [105]
consume a great deal of resources. Log and mixed
domain SPA shows a resource utilization below the trend
line [63], [93]–[95], [134].

EMS and MM algorithms [97]–[101] follow the trend line
and the MM design of LaCruz et al. [101] is one of the least
resource-consumption solutions.

The implementation of [104] also achieves an efficient
design, as it is the most efficient in resource utilization.
Designs in [74], [81], [102] process the same edges per
core but consume more ELBs. Nevertheless, these can be
considered excellent designs.

Fig. 11 provides a measure of raw throughput performance.
The data points follow a trend when the throughput is plotted
against the cores. The optimal point is located in the top-left
corner of the plot, where the throughput per edge is high and
the designs can execute many of the edges in a single core.

Designs using SPA are located below the trend
line [63], [91]–[93], [95] except for [94]. These imple-
mentations generally achieve a poor performance due to the
algorithm’s complexity and to it being one of the oldest. The
EMS algorithm also achieves poor results, with all points
being located below the trend line [63], [98]. A different
story is told for the MM implementations. Those are located
above the trend line [89], [100], [101], except for [99].
Implementations using the IHRB [74], GBFDA [102], [104],

WBRB [81] and FBRB [81] algorithms achieve similar
performance when decoding the same amount of edges by
core.

In conclusion, the AMSA [105], GBFDA [102], [104] and
Lacruz et al. [101] designs are the best-performing FPGA
solutions in terms of throughput efficiency, according to Fig. 9
and Fig. 11. However, if resource allocation (Fig. 10) is taken
into consideration, only the designs from [101] and [104] are
considered since they have low resource utilization.

C. ASIC

The surveyed ASIC designs are primarily implemented for
GF (25) and GF (26). For both Fig. 12 and Fig. 13, the optimal
points are in the top-left corner of the plot since through-
put should be maximized and the maximum number of edges
should be processed in the minimum number of gates and area.

Data points in Fig. 12 follow a linear trend. Log-
domain SPA [106] and MM [73], [75], [100], [114]–[117]
designs show a poor performance that can be explained by
their use of older process node technologies. The designs
from [101], [118] use recent process node designs (28 and
90nm) and can achieve better performance even for GF (28).

Designs using the EMS algorithm produce a good
performance. This is particularly true for the designs
in [111], [113], which amount to one of the best designs in
terms of efficiency. Variants that use Trellis schemes for the
EMS and MM algorithms achieve results in the same trend
and use fewer gates per edge. Using the Trellis-MM algorithm,
Zhang et al. were able to achieve the best ASIC designs [126].

The designs using ISRB [120], IHRB [121] and WBRB [48]
achieve excellent performance and can be alternatives to
better-known algorithms such as MM and EMS.
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Fig. 11. Throughput per edge versus cores per edge of the surveyed FPGA decoders. The trend line is calculated using linear regression. A red trend line
for GF(2) from [24] is plotted for comparison.

Fig. 12. Throughput per edge versus the number of gates per edge for all the surveyed ASIC decoders. The colored right vertical bar represents different
Galois fields in the implementations. The trend line is calculated using linear regression.

In this figure, we can see that data points can be clus-
tered in process node technologies. For this chart, there is a
direct relationship between process node design and achieved
throughput. For smaller technologies, the throughput is higher,
even when adjusted for the trend.

Like previous figure, Fig. 13 presents the throughput and
area normalized by the number of edges. Instead of a lin-
ear trend line, in this figure the trend is quadratic since
increasing the area provides double the resources to increase
the throughput.
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Fig. 13. Throughput per edge versus area per edge for all the surveyed ASIC decoders. The trend line is calculated using linear regression.

From Fig. 12, a similar analysis can be done for Fig. 13.
SPA and MM decoders have poor area efficiency because
they use older process node designs. However, MM designs
from [8], [118], [126] stand out and achieve above-average
performance, in particular for the design in [126], which has
the lowest area per edge. Using a Trellis scheme for MM
substantially improves the decoder’s performance, placing the
implementation on the trend line. For the EMS algorithm, in
general the efficiency is excellent, with designs from [113]
being among the candidates for the most efficient designs.
The exception to the above-average performance is [72] since
it uses an old process node technology (180nm). Contrary to
MM decoders, using Trellis schemes for EMS designs lowers
performance to Trellis-MM algorithm levels.

Designs using IHRB, ISRB, GBFDA and AMSA achieve
similar performance that follows the trend. WBRB and
FBRB algorithm implementations have shown impressive
performance on ASIC. However, designs that use ADBP and
SRB algorithms have one of the poorest performances.

The data points can be clustered by the type of process node
design. ASICs using 180nm technology are mainly located
below the trend line. This is expected since the technology
is older and thus less efficient. The 90, 65 and 40nm tech-
nologies are situated around the trend line, with the designs
using 40nm occupying less area. The cluster using 65nm is
slightly higher than the expected throughput performance. This
can be explained by most of the points being implemented
using EMS, which is the best algorithm to achieve throughput
performance per edge, as can be seen in Fig. 13. The cluster
using 28nm technology achieves the best performance per area
since it is the most efficient technology.

In conclusion, designs using Trellis-MM [126]
and EMS [113] algorithms are the best performing

implementations in terms of area and gate efficiency
with the solution from [121], using the IHRB-MLGD
algorithm falling short of those designs for lower Galois
fields.

D. Design Considerations

Fig. 6 generalizes the process of specifying and design-
ing NB-LDPC decoders. From the code specification, multiple
variables need to be considered to produce an NB-LDPC
decoder solution. This solution is expected to comply with
various performance parameters such as throughput, latency,
area, power and flexibility.

1) Throughput: The most crucial output metric is through-
put performance: the number of bits decoded per unit of time.
This metric is required for high-speed data communication for
applications described in Section II (Section II-B).

2) Latency: Second, latency is the time that the system
takes to decode a codeword. Applications should have the
lowest latency possible. In particular, safety-related applica-
tions (Section II-E) require low response times. Latency is
intrinsically connected to throughput performance and the
implementations often pose a trade-off between throughput
and latency. As a result, the designers must consider the type
of application and design the decoder in accordance with
requirements.

3) Hardware Resources: Next, the hardware resources
impose limitations on the performance and flexibility of
the decoder. Specifically, memory plays a huge role in
the decoder’s performance, with high-performance decoders
requiring more resources and larger footprints.

4) Power and Energy: As for power and energy-constrained
systems such as satellites and smartphones (Section II-A),
energy-efficiency must be contemplated. The works found
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Fig. 14. Algorithms on the right side have an increased complexity, cost and development effort. The horizontal axis correlates with the architectures,
with ASICs having higher cost, complexity and development effort, while requiring lower power levels and having less flexibility. Although, the decoding
algorithms are not bound to a specific architecture, the literature shows GPU implementations for the SPA and MM. For FPGAs, implementations with SPA,
MM, EMS and other algorithms can be found and all algorithms have implementations for ASICs, as shown in Table IV, V, and VI. Although not observed
on this diagram, low complexity algorithms and different degrees of parallelism can improve throughput performance for the same silicon area.

in the literature do not report energy consumption values.
Despite that, some works report power values and FPGA
and ASIC’s energy-efficiencies can be inferred. Concerning
the GPU results, the thermal design power (TDP) values are
considered.

5) Flexibility: Another important metric is the decoder’s
flexibility. In general terms, the literature reports implementa-
tions using fixed designs. However, if the decoders have the
ability to process different PCMs they can improve the error-
correcting capability by adapting to the changing noise levels
of the environment. Admittedly, such flexibility increases the
decoder complexity, particularly in ASICs, but FPGAs and
GPUs can provide flexible solutions, too.

6) Field, Code Size and Code Rate: The error-correction
performance increases for (1) high order fields, (2) longer
code sizes, allowing more symbols to be decoded and (3) low
code rates. However, these metrics scale exponentially with the
increase of code edges, code size and, especially, high-order
fields, making the implementation of decoders impractical for
larger values.

Another parameter that the designer must consider when
designing decoders is flexibility. Allowing the system to
decode variable code sizes or different Galois fields, sig-
nificantly increases complexity and decreases throughput
performance.

Most of the works reported use designs that process different
PCM sizes with different weights ranging from 200 to 10000
edges.

7) Iterations: The number of iterations imposed on
the system can impact error-correction capability and the
decoder’s throughput performance. Received codewords with
a high level of noise can result in undecodable codewords,

and these systems usually employ a sufficient maximum num-
ber of iterations (Imax ) to stop the non-converging decoding
process. Imax is chosen in order to achieve a given FER goal.

However, various works employ a fixed number of itera-
tions without early termination for benchmark purposes. This
diversity imposes a barrier to make a fair comparison between
implementations. Some works provided in Tables IV, V
and VI either do not specify the number of iterations or
give the maximum number of iterations with early termi-
nation but fail to pinpoint the exact number of iterations
taken for that experiment, making it difficult to compare
implementations.

8) Quantization: The quantization of the input probabilities
(γn ) also plays a role in the decoder’s complexity. Converting
floating-point arithmetic to binary produces a decoder with
a reduced hardware complexity. This provides a trade-off
between resolution and convergence. However, such a trade-
off has implications for the decoder’s throughput performance.
Lower resolutions have higher throughput performance but
reduce error-correction performance.

9) Technology: Lastly, the technology used influences the
decoder capability. Faster clock frequencies translate into
higher throughput performance. Usually, the implementation
must be tailored to accommodate the platform requirements,
resulting in different approaches to the same algorithm.

VIII. KEY TAKEAWAYS

The analysis of the NB-LDPC decoders is a multi-domain
design exploration with many dimensions. Fig. 14 depicts the
relationship between decoding algorithms, architectures and
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TABLE VII
COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT DECODING ALGORITHMS AND ARCHITECTURES FOR DIFFERENT METRICS USING RELATIVE SCORES RANGING FROM 1

TO 5. THE ARROWS ON THE LEFT COLUMN DESCRIBE THE GOAL OF THE METRIC, WHERE, FOR INSTANCE, A 5 ON THROUGHPUT MEANS THE

HIGHEST THROUGHPUT PERFORMANCE AND 5 ON COMPLEXITY MEANS THE SIMPLEST DECODER

TABLE VIII
COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT DECODING ALGORITHMS FOR THE

DIFFERENT APPLICATIONS MENTIONED IN SECTION II. (HIGHER

NUMBER OF ‘+’ IS BETTER)

applications for the most important metrics, BER and through-
put. The following sections describe the takeaways from this
survey, with Table VII summarizing the relationship between
decoding algorithms and architectures and Table VIII giving
an overview of which decoding algorithms are better suited
for the applications in Section II, according to the authors’
opinion.

A. Applications

Most of the applications require a compromise between
throughput and BER performance. High noise levels character-
ize space communications and throughput performance is not
a crucial metric for these systems. The decoders employed
in this should maximize the error-correction performance and
consider other variables such as memory, power, and area since
these are usually employed in resource-constrained systems
such as satellites.

In terrestrial optical communications, these constraints are
eliminated and noise is much less influential. Therefore, on
these applications, throughput is prioritized to allow fast data
communication.

For data storage applications, throughput and BER should
be balanced. However, this application requires the decoder
to have low complexity to decrease costs and consume low
energy levels.

Noise is also present in power-line communications.
However, the BER performance required in these applica-
tions is more relaxed than in space communications and the
throughput performance requirement is more strict.

The new applications have different types of requirements.
For example, communications for autonomous vehicles require
a high level of throughput performance but, more importantly,
need a decoder with small latency. A great effort has been put
into exploring energetic efficiency decoders. Emergent applica-
tions such as Internet-of-Things and wearable devices require
low-power communications.

B. Algorithms

1) SPA: SPA has the best error-correction performance
at the cost of a decreased throughput performance. For this
algorithm, ASICs provide a higher throughput rate. However,
for a cost-effective decoder, GPUs represent a good solution.
FPGA implementations have a similar throughput performance
to GPUs. In applications where the throughput performance
requirement is relaxed and in noisy communications chan-
nels, for instance in space and power-line communications
(Sections II-A and II-D), this algorithm has an advantage over
the rest.

2) EMS: Compared to SPA, EMS decoders have less
computational complexity, require less memory and area,
while achieving higher throughput performance, particularly
on ASICs. These decoders can accomplish this at the cost
of reduced error-correction performance. This decoding algo-
rithm is better suited for applications that require high
decoding throughput, for instance in optical communications
(Section II-B) or a good BER and throughput performance, as
in power-line communications (Section II-D).

3) MM: The MM decoders have even less complexity
but the reported results do not show higher throughput
performance. Despite this, this algorithm has a reduced error-
correction performance compared to the EMS. The area
utilization on ASICs is one of the worst, together with the SPA.
The reduced throughput of the algorithm does not suit high-
speed applications. For example, this algorithm does not suit
optical communications. However, it has a reduced complexity
compared to the SPA and EMS, making a good implementa-
tion on data storage decoding systems(Section II-C).

4) MLGD: MLGD algorithms show to have poor through-
put and BER performance. However, they require less memory
usage and are less complex than the ones previously men-
tioned. They also have the most efficient power per area
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ratio. Although they are similar, the IHRB-MLGD algorithm
has a better performance per area than the ISRB-MLGD.
These decoding algorithms are better for applications where
throughput performance is not crucial and BER requirement
is more relaxed. They provide the best solution for memory-
constrained, as in data storage systems (Section II-C) and
energy-constrained systems, for instance in Internet-of-Things
applications or wearable computing communications devices
(Section II-E).

5) Trellis-Based: Compared to the EMS and MM decoders,
Trellis versions further reduce complexity with a minimal
loss in error-correction performance. The Trellis-EMS [113]
and Trellis-MM [126] provide a good trade-off between
throughput performance and error-correction capability and
are widely available, with good implementations for data stor-
age (Section II-C) and power-line applications (Section II-D).
The Trellis-EMS is more inclined to BER performance and
Trellis-MM more suitable for throughput performance, and
both provide the best throughput per area ratio.

6) Other Algorithms: For lesser reported algorithms,
GBFDA decoders are a good fit for memory-constrained appli-
cations, for example, data storage applications (Section II-C).
AMSA, WBRB, FBRB, ADBP and SRB algorithms are not
featured in many studies published in the literature but can
achieve high throughput performance, making them suitable
for applications that require high-speed communications, as
in optical communications (Section II-B). In particular, the
ADBP decoder is shown to have a very low resource utilization
and area, making them suitable for data storage and wearable
communications devices (Sections II-C and II-E). However
these decoding are still new and more research is needed.

C. Final Remarks

1) Galois Fields: Choosing higher Galois fields increases
the decoder’s complexity and requires greater amounts of
memory, which creates constraints in terms of datapath and
edge communications. Galois fields between GF (22) and
GF (24) are standard for testing NB-LDPC decoders. For
FPGAs and ASICs, an excellent field choice to implement
decoders is in GF (25) and GF (26). Throughput performance
dramatically decreases with the increase in the field order.
However, decoders in GF (27) and GF (28) result in complex
wiring and connections, making decoders hard to implement.
With FPGA and ASIC process node design technology and
tools development, it is expected to see the implementation of
many new high-order fields. In GPUs, hardware abstraction
allows for high-order fields to be implemented easily.

2) Architectures: The hardware designer must know the
platform limitations when choosing the proper VLSI system
to implement these decoders. As depicted in Fig. 14, a
customized ASIC design is expensive and highly complex
implementation-wise. However, this system will present the
best throughput performance, low area utilization and high
energy efficiency (as shown in Table VII). Using FPGAs
reduces cost and can be helpful for specific scenarios where
the run-time configuration is used (Fig. 14), but faces the
wiring and connection restrictions that ASICs do, and has

reduced throughput performance. GPUs detach the developer
from the hardware and have a faster development cycle but
significantly reduce the throughput performance, as illustrated
in Fig. 14(a), Fig. 14(b) and Table VII. The latter is good for
iterative co-design (exit chart analysis[135]) towards superior
BER performance, to validate NB-LDPC decoders and test the
BER performance of new codes.

3) Code Choice: In terms of code length, most decoders
found in the literature employ codes between a few hundred
(> 500) and a few thousand (< 2000) symbols for the decoder
to have some practicality. It has been shown that NB-LDPC
codes with low column weights perform well. In [50], the
authors showed that for fields higher than GF (26), codes
with dv = 2 have an optimal average Hamming weight spec-
trum, and thus have a higher error-correcting performance
associated with low hardware complexity. The work in [55]
presents methods for constructing NB-LDPC codes with low
column weights (dv ) used in the majority of the surveyed lit-
erature. Furthermore, some authors provide a collection of the
codes [136]–[138].

IX. FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

This section provides an examination of all decoder imple-
mentations by analyzing the number of gates that each
implementation requires and provides insights about future
challenges and evolution of NB-LDPC decoding.

To compare designs in different systems, understand how
future systems will evolve, and check if some designs sat-
isfy the current requirements, a standardized evaluation should
be adopted across all systems. Figs. 15 and 16 present the
achieved throughput against the number of transistors normal-
ized by the number of edges (N ×dv or M ×dc). The number
of transistors for GPUs is calculated according to the manu-
facturer’s specifications. For an ASIC, it is considered that a
gate has 2 transistors. Finally, for FPGA, it is assumed 1 ELB
(14-input LUT (156 transistors) + 1 FF (18 transistors)) to
have 174 transistors.

A. Unified Analysis

Fig. 15 illustrates the relative performance against the num-
ber of transistors for all surveyed systems. GPU implemen-
tations have a more compacted cloud than those of FPGAs.
This is due to this type of device being more inflexible and
containing more overheads. On the other hand, FPGA designs
can achieve higher throughput using the same number of tran-
sistors as GPUs do. This is expected because FPGAs are more
flexible and designs can be tailored to specific algorithms.
For instance, GPUs can quantize samples in 8-bit variables,
while FPGAs can use fewer customized bits, thus creating
more efficient designs. ASICs sacrifice the flexibility of an
FPGA system to achieve even higher throughput for the same
number of transistors.

Outliers in the figure are found for both FPGA and ASIC
designs. This is expected because these devices can provide
custom hardware design and are implemented in different
Galois fields, process node designs and algorithms, thus
increasing variability in performance.
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Fig. 15. Throughput per edge versus transistors per edge for all the surveyed decoders implemented on GPUs, FPGAs and ASICs. The trend lines are
calculated using linear regression.

Fig. 16. Throughput per edge versus transistors per edge yearly evolution
for the decoders implemented on GPUs, FPGAs and ASICs. The trend lines
are the same from Fig. 15. Each point represents the center of mass of every
implementation in the corresponding year.

The trend lines show how throughput evolves with the vari-
ation in the number of transistors. GPUs, FPGAs and ASICs
have different efficiency trend lines. As observed in the trend
lines of Fig. 15, it is clear that FPGAs are 10 times more
efficient than GPUs in terms of throughput per transistor per
edge. ASICs have a similar trend line to FPGAs. However, the
transistors from these custom-made circuits are 30 times more
efficient than FPGAs, allowing higher throughput performance
using the same number of transistors per edge.

B. Challenges and Goals Ahead

An important step is to analyze how these implementations
develop over time. Fig. 16 shows the trend for the landmark

years for the three architectures, keeping the same trend lines
as in Fig. 15 for a reference point. These points represent
the center of mass of implementations published in the same
year. Some outlier years in this figure are not shown due to
implementations using older process node designs and being
underrepresented, with one or two papers published in that
mentioned year.

1) Higher Throughput and Computational Complexity, and
Lower BER: Some conclusions can be taken from this evo-
lution. Overall, it is expected that future designs may achieve
higher throughput, enabling the execution of larger and more
complex codes, and leading to superior BER performance.
Furthermore, with the evolution of these architectures and the
reduction of the process node design technology, the number
of transistors per edge should increase as well as the designs’
energy efficiency.

As depicted in Fig. 16, the trend shows an increase in
throughput performance mainly due to process node design
size reduction and the adoption of new hardware optimization
techniques. Table IX shows the main research challenges
from technological and algorithmic perspectives for develop-
ing future NB-LDPC decoders. Algorithmic parameters rely
on developing new codes that will probably become larger
and require the use of higher-order Galois field arithmetic,
thus increasing BER performance and decoding complexity.
Moreover, with more CNs and VNs processors incorporated
into the design, more memory should be required. Also, new
memory technologies have been proposed that allow part of
the processing to be performed in memory, which will bene-
fit throughput performance and energy efficiency, namely by
reducing the data movement bottleneck.

2) More Efficient Hardware Design With Lower
Development Effort: Regarding the interaction of future
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TABLE IX
RESEARCH CHALLENGES FOR FUTURE NB-LDPC DECODERS

codes and NB-LDPC decoding algorithms with technological
developments of process node design, although codes may
expectedly become larger and algorithms more complex, the
size and power of the transistors are expected to decrease,
leading to similar energy consumption levels and circuit
area. The evolution of architectures and new EDA tools can
potentially increase the decoder’s flexibility and decrease
development time and effort. Although a tremendous research
effort has been invested in this field, it has mainly been
dedicated to binary LDPC decoders, opening room to
new research that is still required both for architectures
and NB-LDPC codes, namely for targeting superior BER
performance in the range of 10−15 dB and lower, while still
guaranteeing very high throughput.

X. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have presented an exhaustive listing of
NB-LDPC decoder architectures and systems found in the
literature and discussed their practicalities and limitations,
described best matching between algorithm and applications
and highlighted the best performances and open challenges
for future designs. The large number of algorithmic vari-
ables, and the range of code sizes, architectures, algorithms
and hardware make the task of comparing decoders hard.
Nevertheless, we concluded that SPA decoders have the best
BER but a poor throughput performance. Trellis decoders
provide the best trade-off between error-correction capacity
and throughput and have excellent performance per area. The
MLGD decoder further reduces complexity but shows poor
BER performance. Other decoders (GBFDA, AMSA) are more
suitable for memory-constrained applications.

The process of investigating NB-LDPC decoders involves
(1) the prototyping of new architectures to test the error-
capability performance of new NB-LDPC decoders and (2) the
design of decoders for specific applications, taking into con-
sideration tight constraints regarding throughput, latency and
energy.

ASIC-based decoders are more suitable for energy-
constrained applications that demand high throughput
performance. GPUs, however, are suited to applications with-
out power restrictions, such as base stations where arrays of
GPUs can provide a cost-effective solution. In the middle

term, FPGAs can provide throughput one order of magnitude
higher than GPUs and one order below ASICs, and the oppo-
site for energy. The reprogrammable and flexible nature of
FPGAs and GPUs can also offer good platforms to prototype,
test and validate new codes, to reduce costs and development
time. ASIC-based decoders can generate prohibitive costs and
should therefore be used in application-specific designs.
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